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Abstract

Reliable MEMS devices are expected to have a very low failure probability, and

thus it is cost-prohibitive to determine design strength values merely based on extensive

histogram testings. A theoretical understanding of probabilistic failure in the structure

is critical for reliability analysis of MEMS devices. Prediction of failure statistics for

MEMS structures are commonly based on the classical Weibull’s model for material

strength, which has been experimentally proven to be incapable of optimally fitting the

failure probability distribution of MEMS structures. A generalized finite weakest-link

model is developed to describe the strength statistics of polycrystalline silicon (poly-Si)

MEMS structures. Different from the classical Weibull statistics based on extreme value

statistics, the present model is applicable for poly-Si structures of all sizes. The overall

failure probability of the structure is related to the failure probability of each material

element along its sidewalls through a weakest-link statistical model. For each material

element, the failure statistics is determined by both the random material strength and

stress field induced by random sidewall geometry. The model is shown to agree well

with measured strength histograms of poly-Si MEMS specimens of different sizes, and

the calibrated mean strength of the material element is in accordance with theoretical

strength of silicon. The strength statistics is further related to the effects of structure

size on the mean structural strength, and an efficient method to determine the failure

statistics of MEMS structures is proposed based on the present model.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Polycrystalline silicon (poly-Si) is the dominant material used for fabrication of surface

micromachined MEMS devices [4, 2]. Despite displaying average tensile strength con-

sidered to be higher than that of steel [4, 5], poly-Si shows a high variability of strength

due to random heterogeneity of defects in its microstructures [6]. Without intrinsic

toughening mechanisms, failure in poly-Si is controlled by flaws that are only tens of

nanometers in size [4]. Moreover, it has been shown that the fracture failure of poly-Si is

often governed by processing-induced surface defects rather than defects within the vol-

ume. Experiments further confirmed that tensile strength measured in micrometer-scale

poly-Si tensile bars scaled with the length of specimens instead of the width, suggesting

that fracture strength is associated more likely with the density of flaws occurring on

the sidewalls rather than throughout the entire volume of the structure [7].

An intuitive response to this problem would be to improve fabrication process to

produce silicon materials with “lowest possible bulk, surface, and edge cyrstallographic

defect density to minimize potential regions of stress concentration”, as already proposed

by Peterson in 1982 [8]. Yet, eliminating processing-induced defects is not an easy task to

accomplish. Efforts were also made to explore alternative materials for MEMS devices,

including silicon carbide, ultrananocrystalline diamond, and hydrogen-free tetrahedral

amorphous carbon. Fracture strength in these materials were, however, still observed

to scale inversely with structure size, and fabrication-induced roughness was found to

be a main contributing factor [2].
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It is shown that the existence of randomly sized process-induced defects will in-

evitably lead to a high variability of fracture strength in poly-Si that cannot be tol-

erated in high-risk applications. Performance of reliability analysis is thus crucial in

order to capture the “worst-case scenarios”, and this was proposed to be accomplished

through proof testing of MEMS devices [4]. However, since MEMS devices is typically

designed against a failure probability on the order of 10−4 or lower [9], experimental

determination of a target strength would require a large amount of testings, which can

be expected to impose a challenge on structural reliability analysis. Early histogram

testing of MEMS materials only involved a small number of specimens (less than 20

specimens measured per histogram [3]), mainly due to the limitation of testing proce-

dures available at the time. Such a small number of specimens clearly does not suffice

for the determination of a design strength required for a highly-reliable MEMS struc-

ture. Recent development of a slack-chain tester at the Sandia National Laboratories

has allowed sequential tension tests to be efficiently performed on a much larger number

of specimens (∼1000 specimens [10, 5]). Nonetheless, it is still cost prohibitive to exper-

imentally determine the strength corresponding to a failure probability as low as 10−4,

as it would likely require ∼ 105 specimens to be prepared and tested to obtain a single

strength histogram. Furthermore, since most experimental platforms are designed for

specimens of a specific size, geometry, and loading configuration, a purely experimental

analysis of structure reliability would necessitate the fabrication of many different test-

ing platforms in order to measure the failure probability of MEMS structures subjected

various kinds of loading conditions. Since this is apparently unfeasible, it is critical to

understand the probabilistic failure of MEMS devices from a fundamental perspective.

Failure statistics of MEMS structures are commonly described by probabilistic mod-

els based on classical Weibull statistics, which is shown to effectively describe the prob-

abilistic failure of brittle materials [11, 12, 13]. However, extensive histogram testings

of MEMS materials have shown a deviation of the measured failure probability distri-

bution from the form of a two-parameter Weibull distribution. For example, the three

strength histograms displayed in Fig.1.1 clearly suggests that the histogram cannot be

optimally fitted by a straight line on the Weibull scale. This deviation from the two-

parameter Weibull distribution is most significant in the lower-probability region of the

histogram, which contains the target failure probability demanded for a reliable MEMS
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Figure 1.1: Measured strength histogram of MEMS materials, presented on the Weibull
scale: a) single-crystal silicon [1]; b) hydrogen-free tetrahedral amorphous carbon (ta-C)
[2]; c) poly-Si [3]

structure, and proves that the Weibull distribution cannot be applied to reliably de-

scribe failure statistics of materials used in MEMS structures. A popularly considered

remedy to this issue is by adjusting the classical two-parameter Weibull distribution to

a three-parameter Weibull distribution will a minimum threshold strength, with which

an improved fitting of histogram data can be achieved [5, 6]. Yet, recent studies have

indicated theoretical deficiencies of the three-parameter Weibull distributions due to its

predicted scaling of structural strength with structure size, while the imposed threshold

value is also questionable from a physical standpoint [14, 15]. In general, the existing

probabilistic models for quasibrittle structures such as poly-Si are empirical in nature,

and thus cannot effectively serve as theoretical tools for prediction of structural relia-

bility in MEMS applications.

The main objective of this research is to formulate a robust probabilistic model

to describe strength distribution of poly-Si MEMS structure. The proposed model is

designed to be a generalized model applicable for structures both within and beyond

the applicable range of the classical Weibull model, and thus is capable of predicting

failure statistics for poly-Si structures across a broad range of geometry and loading

configurations. The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 reviews the two- and

three-parameter Weibull statistical model, their fundamental assumptions, and appli-

cability in modeling failure statistics of poly-Si MEMS structures; Chapter 3 presents
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a generalized weakest link model for probabilistic failure of structures with positive ge-

ometry; Chapter 4 compares the present model with existing experimental data on the

strength distribution on poly-Si MEMS structures; Chapter 5 demonstrates the pre-

diction of failure statistics of MEMS structures under different loading configurations,

and investigates the relationship between the mean size effect curve and the probability

distribution of structural strength for MEMS devices.



Chapter 2

Weibull’s Weakest Link Model

for Material Strength

As a motivation for the development of a new model for failure statistics of quasib-

rittle MEMS structures, it is necessary to first review details of the classical Weibull’s

weakest link model, the functional form of which is also commonly referred to as the

two-parameter Weibull distribution. Weibull’s model is perhaps the most widely used

probabilistic model for brittle material strength, and has been shown to effectively pro-

vide optimum fit for strength histogram of materials such as fine-grain ceramics and

fatigue-embrittled metals [11, 12, 13].

2.1 Formulation of Weibull’s model

Weibull’s weakest link model essentially states that a structure would fail under a load

control condition once one representative material element fails. In other words, the

probability of the survival of the entire structure would be the joint probability of the

survival of all the representative material elements in the structure. Structures of such

types are often referred to as being of positive geometry. Commonly seen examples of

such structures include bars under uniaxial tension, beams under flexural loading, and

plates under biaxial bending.

A general relationship can be established between the overall failure probability of

the structure Pf and the failure probability of each representative material element P1

5
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by the joint probability theorem, i.e.:

Pf (σN ) = 1−
N∏
i=1

{1− P1 [σNs(xi)]} (2.1)

where σN = cnPm/bD = nominal strength of the structure, Pm = load capacity of the

structure, D = characteristic size of the structure, b = width of the structure in the

transverse direction, cn = a constant such that σN carries some physical meaning, e.g.

the maximum elastic stress in the structure in the absence of stress concentration, N =

the number of representative material elements in the structure, s(xi) = dimensionless

stress field such that σNs(xi) is equal to the maximum elastic principal stress in the

ith material element. It must be noted that Eq.(2.1) is based on the fundamental

assumption that failure process of individual material elements will not influence each

other, and therefore the strength of each element can be statistically treated as an

independent random variable.

Eq.(2.1) can be rewritten in a logarithm form as:

ln [1− Pf (σN )] =
N∑
i=1

ln{1− P1 [σNs(xi)]} (2.2)

A key consideration made in Weibull’s analysis is that the number of representative

material elements, N , is very large. As N becomes large, only the far-left tail of the

failure probability distribution of an individual material element, P1, will have a signif-

icant impact on the failure probability of the entire structure, Pf . By also considering

that ln(1 − x) ≈ −x (x → 0), Eq.(2.2) can then be rewritten in the following form for

a structure containing a very large number of representative elements:

ln[1− Pf (σN )] = −
N∑
i=1

P1[σNs(xi)] (2.3)

According to extensive histogram testing conducted on various engineering mate-

rials, including porcelain, cotton fabrics, wood, plaster-of-Paris, and portland cement

[11], Weibull further discovered that, in order to fit the test data, the far-left tail of

P1(x) should follow a power law, i.e. P1(x) = (x/s0)
m, where s0 and m are material

constants, now commonly referred to as the scale parameter and Weibull modulus (or

shape parameter), respectively. Combining this observation with the previously stated
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condition that N is a very large number, in which case the summation is equivalent to

a volume integral, we can express Eq.(2.3) as:

ln[1− Pf (σN )] = −
N∑
i=1

(
σNs(xi)

s0

)m
≈ −

∫
V

(
σNs(x)

s0

)m dV (x)

lnd
0

(2.4)

hence ultimately leading to the commonly-seen form of the two-parameter Weibull dis-

tribution:

Pf (σN ) = 1− exp [−C(σN/s0)
m] (2.5)

where C = l−nd
0

∫
V s

m(x)dV (x). In the above expressions, l0 = characteristic size of the

representative material element, and nd = number of spatial dimension of the structure

considered in the model, e.g. nd = 1 for a bar under uniaxial loading, and nd = 2 for a

plate under biaxial bending.

2.2 Weibull distribution in extreme value statistics

The distribution function stated in Eq.(2.5) was independently proposed by Weibull

based on the formulation procedure summarized above, along with empirical observa-

tions made according to a large amount of experimental testings. Weibull later also

proposed the application of the Weibull distribution to a wide field of problems, some

even outside of material mechanics, including statures for adult males and breadth of

beans [12]. However, from a purely statistical viewpoint, the Weibull distribution de-

scribed in Eq.(2.5) belongs to the class of extreme value distribution functions, which

was mathematically derived earlier, along with the Gumbel and Fréchet distribution,

by Fisher and Tippet based on the postulate of stability [16]. The analysis performed

by Fisher and Tippet will be reviewed below.

For a sample with a size m·n, the maximum member in the sample could be con-

sidered as the maximum member in n samples each containing the maximum member

in a sample of the size m. If an asymptotic form of distribution exists for the sample

maximum, both of the aforementioned cases will approach the limiting form as m is

indefinitely increased. The limiting form of the extreme value must therefore allow for a

similar distribution to be observed for the maximum member of a sample of the size n,

when n is infinitely increased. Provided that P is the probability that an observation is
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less than x, i.e. the cdf of the given distribution, the probability that the greatest of a

sample n is less than x would be expressed as Pn. According to the stability postulate,

the functional form of P and Pn shall be similar, except for a linear transformation,

i.e.:

Pn(x) = P (anx+ bn) (2.6)

Fisher and Tippet stated that, by obtaining solutions for this functional equation, all

possible options of limiting forms can be derived. It was concluded that Eq.(2.6) is

satisfied under one of the following conditions:

1. an = 1,

Pn(x) = P (x+ bn) (2.7)

2. an 6= 1, Pn = P when x = bn/(1 − an). For Pn = P to be satisifed, P = 0

or 1, which are the two extremes of probabilities, expected to occur at x = 0

for distribution of random variables with physical meanings. Hence, in this case,

bn = 0 and

Pn(x) = P (anx) (2.8)

Under the first possible condition, Eq.(2.7) can be further rewritten in a logarithm

form as:

log n+ log(− logP (x)) = log(− logP (x+ bn)) (2.9)

which would suggest that the expression log(− logP (x))− x log n/bn would either be a

constant or periodic with a period of bn.

Furthermore, the initially defined functional relation yields P (x+ bmn) = Pmn(x) =

Pm(x+ bn) = P (x+ bm + bn), which means that

bmn = bm + bn (2.10)

holds for all values of m and n. Suppose that bn is an analytic function of n, which

would exclude the aforementioned possibility of periodic solution. By taking derivative

of Eq.(2.10) about m and n, respectively, the following relations would hold:

nb′mn = b′m (2.11)

mb′mn = b′n (2.12)
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which together would essentially suggest that b′n = c/n, where c is a constant. Hence,

bn = c log n+ d (2.13)

where d is another constant. Yet, noting that b1 = 0, it can be concluded that d = 0.

Since log(− logP (x))− x log n/bn = constant, this can be written as:

log(− logP (x)) =
x

c
+ C (2.14)

where C is a constant. Noting that P (x) should increase with x, it is clear that c must

be negative. Fisher and Tippet concluded that the limiting form of Eq.(2.13) therefore

is that of − log(− logPx) = x. The distribution of the maximum in a sample of the size

n would then be:

− log(− logPx) = x− bn = x− log n (2.15)

This is the solution to Eq.(2.6) under the first possible condition.

Next, analyze the second condition under which Eq.(2.6) holds. As described in

Eq.(2.8), Pn(x) = P (anx), hence P (amnx) = Pmn(x) = Pm(anx) = P (amanx), which

would give:

amn = am · an (2.16)

Similar to the previous analysis procedure leading to the first solution of limiting forms,

take derivative of Eq.(2.16) about n and m, respectively, to obtain

ma′mn = ama
′
n (2.17)

na′mn = a′man (2.18)

which would together suggest that a′n/an = −1/kn, where k is a constant. Therefore

we may express an as

an = n−1/k (2.19)

satisfying the basic condition that a1 = 1. Again, similar to the procedure leading to

Eq.(2.9), a logarithm form of Eq.(2.8) may be expressed as:

log n+ log(− logP (x)) = log(− logP (anx)) (2.20)
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Once again excluding the possibility of periodic solution, it can be concluded that

log(− logP (x)) = −k log x+B (2.21)

− logP (x) = Ax−k (2.22)

where B and A are two constants.

If P = 0 when x = 0, k will be positive, and P (x) should have the functional form

P (x) = e−x
−k

(2.23)

If P = 1 when x = 0, k will be negative, and P (x) should have the functional form

P (x) = e−(−x)
k

(2.24)

The three possible forms of solutions to Eq.(2.6) are thus stated in Eqs.(2.15), (2.23),

and (2.24). Based on these solutions, the possible forms of pdf for the asymptotic

distribution of maximum value can be written as:

I. dP = e−x−e
−x
dx

II. dP = k
xk+1 e

−x−k
dx (x ≥ 0)

III. dP = k(−x)k−1e−(−x)
k
dx (x ≤ 0)

Exactly in this order of enumeration, the three classes of limiting curves are now referred

to as the extreme value distribution (for the maximum) of type I, type II, and type

III. These three types of extreme value distributions are also commonly referred to as

the Gumbel, Fréchet, and Weibull distributions, respectively. These three classes of

distribution for maximum values can be easily transformed to corresponding forms of

distribution functions for minimum values, based on symmetry:

I. dP = ex−e
x
dx

II. dP = k
(−x)k+1 e

−(−x)−k
dx (x ≤ 0)

III. dP = kxk−1e−x
k
dx (x ≥ 0)
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Prior to the publication of Fisher and Tippet’s 1928 paper presenting the three

classes of extreme value distributions, similar work was also completed by Maurice

Fréchet in 1927 [17], in which he obtained one of the three aforementioned asymptotic

distribution later found independently by Fisher and Tippet. Unfortunately, perhaps

due to the fact that it was published in a remote Polish journal, Fréchet’s paper did not

gain the recognition equivalent to that of Fisher and Tippet’s paper [18].

It must also be noted that the Gumbel and Fréchet distributions, though also belong-

ing to the class of extreme value distribution functions, cannot be applied to describe

the strength of material. This is due to the fact that these distributions, as can be seen

from the functional form, govern the minimum as σ → −∞ and the distribution will

have infinite negative tail, which would be nonphysical for material behavior.

2.3 Prediction of nominal strength using Weibull model

With the physical implications of the two-parameter Weibull distribution reviewed, now

consider applying the model to describe the scaling of strength in geometrically similar

structures. Given a set of geometrically similar structures of different sizes D subject

to identical loading conditions, the elastic dimensionless stress field generated in all

structures would qualitatively be the same, regardless of structure size. Hence the

constant C term in Eq.(2.5) can be expressed in terms of a dimensionless coordinate

ξ = x/D, and rewritten as follows:

C = l−nd
0

∫
V
sm(x)dV (x) = Ψ

(
D

l0

)nd

(2.25)

where Ψ =
∫
V s

m(ξ)dV (ξ). Additionally, for the overall structure, the mean nomi-

nal strength can be determined simply by computing the expected value of σN in the

probability space:

σ̄ =

∫ 1

0
σN (Pf )dPf =

∫ ∞
0

[1− Pf (σN )] dσN (2.26)

By substituting Eq.(2.25) into Eq.(2.26), we have the following expression for the

mean nominal structural strength:

σ̄ = s0Γ(1 + 1/m)l
nd/m
0 Ψ−1/mD−nd/m (2.27)
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where Γ(x) = Eulerian gamma function. Eq.(2.27) suggests that the mean nominal

strength of the structure decreases with an increasing structure size, since σ̄ ∝ D−nd/m.

This relation between the size and strength of the structure is the Weibull size effect,

which is often used to explain the size dependence of strength in materials.

It is also worthwhile to note that the characteristic length of the representative

material element, l0, is not included in the expression of mean nominal strength of the

structure, as shown in Eq.(2.27). This is in accordance with the assumption made in

Weibull’s analysis that the number of representative material element is very large and

thus the size of each element is essentially negligible when compared to the size of the

overall structure. Consequentially, we have the power-law scaling of structural strength

unaffected by the characteristic length of individual representative elements.

Later in Chapter 5 of this study, the mean size effect as predicted by the two-

parameter Weibull distribution will be compared in detail with the size effect predicted

by the proposed model.

2.4 Applicability of Weibull model to predict strength of

MEMS structures

As discussed above, Weibull’s weakest link model for material strength is based on the

following fundamental assumptions:

1. Structural failure is triggered by the failure of one representative material element,

i.e. a weakest link model of structural failure;

2. The strength of individual material elements are treated as random variables that

are statistically independent, i.e. the failure of process of one element will not

influence that of another element;

3. The probability distribution of representative element strength should have a far-

left tail in the form of a power law;

4. The number of representative material elements in the structure is very large, so

that the size of the element is negligibly small in contrast to the structure size.
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In order to correctly apply the Weibull model to describe the probabilistic failure

of a structure, it is crucial to verify the validity of each assumption stated above. As

discussed earlier, the weakest link relation is valid for structures of positive geometry,

and therefore is appropriate for modeling poly-Si MEMS structures under loading con-

figurations such as uniaxial tension and flexural bending, which are the two cases later

investigated in this study. The statistical independence of individual material element

strength can be generally satisfied by selecting a representative element with a size l0

larger than the autocorrelation length of the random strength field.

The power-law tail of the representative material element strength distribution was

originally proposed by Weibull according to results of experimental testings. A physical

justification for the power-law tail was first proposed by Freudenthal[19], assuming that

the distribution of material flaw sizes followed an inverse power law and also neglecting

material heterogeneity and flaw interactions. A more comprehensive theoretical justifi-

cation for Weibull’s assumption has been developed recently [20, 13, 15], in which the

power-law tail of material strength distribution was explained by combining transition

state theory and a multiscale statistical model. Considering nanocrack propagation

through atomic lattices, the jump of a nanocrack over a single atomic bond would

be considered as the transition between two metastable states. Based on Maxwell-

Boltzmann distribution of atomic thermal energies, the cdf of the strength strength is

proven to contain a power-law tail with exponent of 2 at the nano-scale [15]. The size

of the exponent will increase when upscaled through the hierarchical structure of the

material, which is reflected as the Weibull modulus for the material at the structural

scale.

The final assumption of Weibull’s model requires that the size of material inhomo-

geneities is sufficiently small in order to be negligible compared to the size of the entire

structure. As shown in the earlier derivation of the Weibull distribution function, this

assumption is critical for simplifying the functional form of material strength distribu-

tion to what was shown in Eq.(2.5). This condition is not automatically satisfied for

all structures, yet the assumption is often unmentioned when applying Weibull distri-

bution to model material strength. In many cases, the structure does not contain a

large number of representative material element, and the use of a Weibull distribution

to model the structure strength is clearly unjustifiable.
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Recent experimental observations have shown that process-induced sidewall grooves

are the main source of the variability in the strength of poly-Si tensile bars. This type

of surface defects serve as stress concentrators, from which the failure of the structures

are expected to initiate [6, 5]. It is therefore reasonable to consider each sidewall groove

as a representative material element in the weakest link model. A tensile specimen with

a length of 20µm was observed to contain ∼100 sidewall grooves [5]. Based on this

result, it can be assumed that for typical MEMS structures with characteristic length

no larger than 0.1mm, the number of representative material element is expected to be

less than 1000, which is at least an order of magnitude less than the required number

for the Weibull model to be applicable.

The insufficient number of representative elements in the MEMS structures shows

that the probability distribution of the structural strength cannot be properly described

by Weibull’s model, and this accounts for the fact that an optimal fit of two-parameter

Weibull distribution cannot be achieved for measured strength histograms of MEMS

structures. Additionally, the randomness of the sidewall grooves geometry, which leads

to the random local stress field along the sidewall, cannot be directly incorporated in

the expression of the Weibull model. Due to these inadequacies, the classical Weibull

model is invalid for describing the reliability of MEMS structures, and an alternative

model is necessary to determine the failure statistics of the poly-Si material.

2.5 Three-parameter Weibull distribution applied to ma-

terial strength

A strength histogram described by two-parameter Weibull distribution will form a

straight line on a Weibull scale plot with a slope of m, the Weibull modulus. Yet,

experimentally obtained strength histogram of materials, as shown earlier in Fig.1.1,

sometimes exhibit a kink separating two segments, and thus the histogram clearly can-

not be optimally fitted by a straight line.

As a remedy for the divergence of the classic two-parameter Weibull distribution

from the probability distribution of material strength, the three-parameter Weibull dis-

tribution is popularly used as an alternative model. The three-parameter Weibull dis-

tribution adjusts the classic Weibull model shown in Eq.(2.5) by introducing a finite
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strength threshold value under which the material structure will never fail. The func-

tional form of this distribution can thus be written as:

Pf (σN ) = 1− exp

[
−C

(
〈σN − σ0〉

s0

)m]
(2.28)

of which m and s0 are the Weibull modulus and scaling parameters, respectively, and

σ0 = strength threshold corresponding to zero failure probability of the material, re-

gardless of structure size. When failure statistics described by three-parameter Weibull

distribution is plotted on the Weibull scale, the histogram will display a far-left tail

asymptotically approaching the vertical line corresponding to σN = σ0, a linear far-right

tail resembling the form of two-parameter Weibull distribution, and a curved transition

zone in between. Hence in many cases, the parameters can be calibrated to visually

provide optimum fitting of some strength histograms that otherwise deviate from the

two-parameter Weibull distribution.

However, this type of distribution has recently been shown theoretically unsound

for strength statistics of brittle and quasibrittle structures, as it contains the following

flaws:

1. The strength threshold applied is physically unjustifiable. As theoretically jus-

tified based on the transition state theory, the probability distribution of mate-

rial strength should have a power-law with zero threshold [13, 15]. A non-zero

threshold would contradict with this result, as it would be impossible for a finite

threshold to suddenly appear following the change of structure size.

2. The model predicts an incorrect size effect on the mean structural strength at the

large size limit [14].

In additional to the theoretical arguments invalidating the application of three-

parameter Weibull distribution for material strength, extensive experimental testings

have also shown that material strength histograms cannot always be optimally fitted by

a three-parameter Weibull distribution. Histogram based on relatively large data sets

will deviate from a three-parameter Weibull distribution, particularly in the extremely

low and high probability range [13, 14].

As a type of distribution function commonly believed to effectively provide opti-

mum fittings for probability distribution of material strength, including poly-Si MEMS
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structures [5], the three-parameter Weibull distribution will later be compared in detail

with the model presented in this study. The theoretical validity of the three-parameter

Weibull distribution will also be carefully examined for the specific application of mod-

eling failure statistics in poly-Si MEMS structures.



Chapter 3

Generalized Finite Weakest Link

Model for Material Failure

Investigation of pre-existing sidewall flaws in poly-Si microstructure by atomic force

microscopy (AFM) showed that the narrow grain boundary grooves generated by pref-

erential etching are roughly V-shaped [5]. When modeling poly-Si tensile bar specimens,

it is thus common to idealize the grooves as V-notches. When the specimen is subjected

to uniaxial tension, as illustrated in Fig.3.1, a maximum value of applied stress, σN ,

is reached once crack propagation occurs in one of the V-shaped sidewall grooves. As

discussed previously, this type of structures in which failure is triggered by the failure

of one representative material element can be modeled with a weakest link model. The

overall failure probability of the specimen can thus be calculated according to Eq.(2.1).

In this case, the function P1(x) in Eq.(2.1) represents the probability of localized

crack propagation from one surface groove under an applied tensile stress. As previously

mentioned, the number of representative material elements in typical MEMS structures

is too small for the classic two-parameter Weibull distribution to be applicable. To

properly model the failure statistics associated with specimens containing any finite

number of representative material elements, it is necessary to obtain an expression for

the entire function of an individual element’s failure probability, P1(x), rather than only

the far-left tail of the function. By considering structures to whose failure statistics the

17
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σN 

σN 

Figure 3.1: Tension specimen configuration

original Weibull’s model were inapplicable, the present model can be interpreted as a

generalization of the material strength model proposed by Weibull, and herein referred

to as the finite weakest link model.

3.1 Failure criterion for representative material element

A fundamental requirement for computing P1(x) is to define a criterion for structural

failure. In the case of this study, we consider that a localized crack would be initiated

and begin propagation from one of the surface grooves, each idealized as a V-notch,

once the average tensile stress σ̄ of the near-tip region exceeds the tensile strength ft of

the material. The average tensile stress is defined as:

σ̄ =
1

rc

∫ rc

0
σyy(x)dx (3.1)

where σyy(x) = elastic tensile stress along the notch ligament, as shown in Fig.3.2,

and rc = size of the selected near-tip region in which the average stress is computed.
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Figure 3.2: Representative element in a tension specimen

The averaging procedure applied here can be considered as a simplified version of the

non-local approach that accounts for the interaction of the sub-scale damage inside the

fracture process zone (FPZ) formed at the tip of the V-notch prior to crack propagation.

With this simplification, it must be noted that the material tensile strength ft considered

in the failure criterion should be understood as the tensile strength of the material

element, whose size is approximately equal to the FPZ size.

In this study, the size of the near-tip region is selected to be rc = 5 nm, which is

in general agreement with previous estimation of FPZ size in silicon [5, 21]. It must

be noted that further determination of an exact value for rc can be achieved through

detailed atomistic calculations for the near-tip region. This would also help provide

additional insights into the failure behavior of silicon crystals. As will be presented in

detail later, the currently selected value of rc is based on linear elastic finite element

analysis of the representative material element containing a V-notch. It is clear that the

specific choice of rc will certainly influence the calibration of the probability distribution

of the material tensile strength. However, as will be also clarified later, the qualitative

behavior of the present model will not be affected by the chosen value of rc, as long

as it is selected within a reasonable range where the random distribution of σ̄ can be

properly reflected.
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Given the failure criterion defined above, failure occurs when σ̄ ≥ ft. By further

introducing a local dimensionless stress s, satisfying the relation σNs = σ̄, we can state

the failure probability of the representative material element as:

P1(σN ) = Prob(σNs ≥ ft) = Prob(ft/s ≤ σN ) (3.2)

3.2 Parameters contributing to random structural strength

In Eq.(3.2), both ft and s are variables subjected to a certain level of randomness.

Therefore, a necessary step towards evaluating P1(σN ) would be to understand the

probabilistic distribution of the material strength, ft, and that of the local dimensionless

stress, s.

3.2.1 Material tensile strength

Recent comprehensive studies on the strength statistics of quasibrittle materials have

provided mathematical expressions for the probability distribution of material tensile

strength [20, 13]. Generally, the strength distribution of a material element in a quasib-

rittle structure can be described by a Gaussian distribution with a Weibull tail grafted

on the left at a point of the probability typically of about 10−4 to 10−3. This grafted

cumulative distribution function (cdf) can be mathematically expressed as:

Pft(σ) = 1− e−(σ/s0)m (σ ≤ σgr) (3.3)

Pft(σ) = Pgr +
rf

δG
√

2π

∫ σ

σgr

e−(σ
′−µG)2/2δ2Gdσ′ (σ ≥ σgr) (3.4)

where m = Weibull modulus (shape parameter), s0 = Weibull scale parameter, µG =

mean of the Gaussian core, δG = standard deviation of the Gaussian core, rf = a

scaling parameter required to normalize the cdf so that Pft(∞) = 1, and finally, Pgr =

1−e−(σgr/s0)m = probability at which the grafting occurs and the Weibull tail transitions

to Gaussian core (the grafting probability). The parameter σgr, which corresponds to

the tensile stress capacity at which grafting of the cdf takes place, will be referred to as

the grafting stress. Additionally, the continuity of the probability density function, i.e.

the first derivative of the cdf about σ, must be enforced at σ = σgr. This additional
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condition is expressed as:

dPft(σ)/dσ|σ=σ−gr = dPft(σ)/dσ|σ=σ+
gr

(3.5)

Without reviewing the full derivation of the grafted Gaussian-Weibull functional

form of material strength distribution, the mathematical expression can be qualita-

tively interpreted as follows. When the size of the material element approaches the

size of the FPZ, the failure behavior of the element would be quasi-plastic, and thus

the strength of the material element could be calculated as the sum of strengths of all

sub-scale material elements along the failure surface. According to the Central Limit

Theorem, the sum of the individual sub-scale element strength S =
∑n

i=1 σi, where

the subscale element strength σi would be each considered as an independent random

variables with some well-defined mean and variance, ultimately converges to a normal

distribution when n→∞. Furthermore, it is apparent that the far-left tail of the Gaus-

sian distribution would extend to negative values of material strength, and hence must

be rejected from a physical standpoint. As described in the previous chapter, recent

studies have theoretically justified that the probability distribution of strength for all

materials should have a power-law tail, regardless of the length scale of the material

structure investigated [20, 13, 15].

Combining the functional form of material strength distribution described in Eqs.(3.3)

and (3.4) with the basic form of weakest link model, as shown in Eq.(2.1), it is clear that

once the structure contains a large number of material elements, the failure behavior

would be more of a brittle manner, i.e. the failure statistics would generally match the

classical two-parameter Weibull distribution. As a simple example, consider a mate-

rial structure containing Neq identical elements with the failure probability P1(σN ) =

Prob(ft ≤ σNs), and assume stress field in all representative material elements are uni-

formly distributed so that s can be taken as a constant. For the probability distribution

of structure strength, the transition between Weibull tail and Gaussian core would oc-

cur at Pf (σNs = σgr) = 1 − [1− P1(σgr)]
Neq . When Neq is increased, Pf (σgr) would

be expected to increase accordingly. Once Neq become large enough for the Gaussian

core to be relatively unnoticeable on a Weibull plot of the material failure statistics, the

structure becomes brittle enough for its failure probability to be accurately calculated

based only on the Weibull tail, i.e. the classical two-parameter Weibull distribution
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would be applicable for this structure.

To further illustrate this size effect, consider a specific case where Pgr = 10−3 for the

material, which would be considered a relatively high value. For a structure containing a

single element, the Weibull tail only extends to ln [ln (1/(1− Pgr))] = −6.9 on a Weibull

probability paper. Having the plot of the structural failure probability to be visually

identical to a Weibull distribution perhaps would require ln [ln (1/(1− Pf ))] ≥ 3, which

roughly corresponds to Neq ≥ 2 × 104. Thus it can be concluded that any Neq below

this order of magnitude generally would not justify the use of two-parameter Weibull

distribution to describe the strength statistics of the overall structure, as the Gaussian

core is still non-negligible in the determination of failure probability.

3.2.2 Local dimensionless stress

In the expression of the failure probability of an representative element in a poly-Si

structure, as stated in Eq.(3.2), the strength of the structure depends not only on

the random tensile strength of the material, but also the random dimensionless stress

depending on the geometry of the surface groove modeled as a V-notch. In this study,

elastic stress field generated near individual V-notches are assumed to be non-interactive

with each other. Based on this assumption, the dimensionless stress for a representative

material element can be computed by considering only a single element itself, i.e. the

strip of the specimen containing a V-notch on one of its sidewall, as shown earlier in

Fig.3.2. Furthermore, it must be noted that sidewall grooves are expected to exist on

the other side of the strip, but should not affect the near-tip stress field of the V-notch

examined. As shown in Fig.3.2, of which the dimensions are proportionally scaled to that

of an actual representative element in poly-Si, the width of a typical MEMS specimen

(on the order of microns) is much larger than the depth of the V-notch (typically below

100 nm) and the overall size of the near-tip region. Thus it can be assumed that V-

notches on opposite sidewalls are located too far apart to impact the near-tip stress field

of each other.

Recent studies by Reedy et al.[5] have shown that variations in crystal orientation in

silicons do not contribute significantly to the measured near-tip stress field in a columnar

polycrystalline silicon microstructure. Therefore, randomness of crystal orientation will

not be considered in this study, and the material will be modeled isotropically with a set
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of elastic properties reflecting the behavior of a random aggregate of columnar silicon

crystals. With this assumption, the only contributing factors to the dimensionless stress

would be the random geometry of the V-notch located on sidewall of the strip.

The random geometry of a V-notch is essentially determined by two parameters: the

notch angle θ and the notch depth a. By defining probability distribution functions for

the geometric parameters according to previously obtained knowledge of surface groove

geometry, stochastic analysis of the near-tip stress field can be performed to provide the

probability distribution of the dimensionless stress, Fs(x).

3.3 Proposed expression for elemental and structural fail-

ure probability

By considering the specific cases of randomness associated with the material element

strength and the V-notch geometry, the failure probability of the representative material

element, as stated in Eq.(3.2), can be further rewritten in detail:

P1(σN ) =

∫ ∞
0

Pft(xσN )fs(x)dx (3.6)

where fs(x) = dFs(x)/dx = pdf of the dimensionless stress, s. In this study, fs(x) is nu-

merically computed based on histogram of Fs(x) obtained from stochastic simulations,

and then Pft is the grafted cdf stated in Eqs.(3.3) and (3.4) with parameter calibrated

to provide optimum fit of strength histogram experimentally measured for the specific

material. Based on the aforementioned expression of P1(σN ), the probability distribu-

tion of tensile strength for the entire tensile bar structure can then be expressed as:

Pf (σN ) = 1−
[
1−

∫ ∞
0

Pft(xσN )fs(x)dx

]2n
(3.7)

where n = L/l0 = number of V-notches along one sidewall of the specimen. Note

again that the expression in Eq.(3.7) basically states that the failure probability of each

individual material element in the structure is statistically independent, and therefore

together relates to the failure probability of the overall structure by the weakest link

model. As previously mentioned, the statistical independence of individual element

failure is validated by the fact that the V-notch has a size considerably larger than the
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FPZ size, which is approximated to be on the same order of the autocorrelation length

of random strength field for brittle and quasibrittle materials [13].

When the sidewall of a poly-Si specimen under uniaxial tension contains a large

number of surface grooves, i.e. n→∞, an asymptotic form of Pf (σN ) can be derived,

resembling the limit distribution for extreme value statistics. In this case, only the

Weibull tail portion of P1(σN ) is needed to determine Pf (σN ), and failure is expected

to occur at a relatively small value of σN . Note that in this case, Eq.(3.3) can be

approximated as Pft(σ) ≈ (σ/s0)
m for a small value of σ approaching zero. Using this

simplified form, Eq.(3.6) can be expressed as:

P1(σN ) =

∫ ∞
0

(
σNx

s0

)m
fs(x)dx = Mm

(
σN
s0

)m
(3.8)

where Mm =
∫∞
0 xmfs(x)dx = mth moment of the distribution function for dimen-

sionless stress, Fs(x). Hence, by substituting Eq.(3.8) into Eq.(3.7), we can see that

the finite weakest link model converges, at the large-size limit, to the classical Weibull

distribution:

Pf (σN ) = 1− exp [−2nMm (σN/s0)
m] (3.9)

It can be seen from Eq.(3.9) that the Weibull tail of the strength histogram of structure,

when plotted on a Weibull scale, will always be a straight line with a slope of m. Thus

the Weibull modulus can be easily calibrated directly from a sufficiently large set of test

data, where the far-left tail is reflected in the low probability region.

Contrarily, when there is only a finite number of representative element present

in the structure, i.e. the number of surface grooves along the specimen sidewall is

much below the demanded order of ∼ 104, the strength distribution of the structure is

expected to deviate from the two-parameter Weibull distribution. This transition from

non-Weibullian to Weibull strength distribution as a function of structure size would

lead to a size effect on the mean structural strength that can be expected to have a

form more complex than that of the classical Weibull size effect. As will be presented in

detail later on, the predicted size effect can be inversely applied to verify the accuracy

of the failure probability model. In this sense, the deviation of measured mean size

effect curve from the Weibull size effect will also confirm the deviation of the structural

strength cdf from the form of a two-parameter Weibull distribution.



Chapter 4

Comparison of Failure Statistics

Models with Experimental Data

High-throughput testing methods have been recently developed to efficiently test a large

numbers of poly-Si tensile bars. With suitable streamlining and automation of exper-

imental procedure, the developed testing methods allows for material strength to be

measured for thousands of specimens, which consequentially provides more detailed

strength histograms for an improved understanding of strength statistics in MEMS de-

vices. Micrometer-scale poly-Si tensile bars of two different gauge lengths were tested

using two high-throughput methods [5], and the results are presented in Fig.4.1. The

on-chip method, developed by Hazra et. al [22], were used to measure 231 specimens of

70 µm gauge length. This method uses an on-chip chevron thermal actuator to apply

stress to a self-aligning tensile specimen via a prehensile grip mechanism. Through re-

duction of voltage, the cooling of thermal actuator generates monotonic tensile stress on

the tested specimens, ultimately leading to fracture. The slack-chain method, developed

by Boyce [10], applies an external load to a chain of specimens by a custom-built probe

station, and was used to measure 1287 specimens with a gauge length of 20 µm. The

specimens tested with these two methods all have a nominal width of 2µm.

In this chapter, the three failure statistics models of interest — the proposed finite-

weakest link model, the two-parameter Weibull distribution, and the three-parameter

25
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Figure 4.1: Measured strength histogram of poly-Si tensile specimens under uniaxial
tension

Weibull distribution — are each calibrated according to the measured strength his-

tograms, and then applied to predict failure probability of poly-Si tensile bars across a

large range of specimen sizes.

4.1 Finite weakest link model

The presented general finite weakest link model will be fitted according to experimental

data of tensile testing on poly-Si specimens. For a tensile specimens tested with the

slack-chain method, the gauge length was measured to be 20 µm, while approximately

100 surface grooves were measured on the sidewalls of each specimen — giving a total of

50 on each sidewall. Specimens measured by the on-chip method, with gauge length of

70 µm, were assumed to have surface grooves distributed in a similar density, and thus
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estimated to have 175 grooves on each sidewall. As previously discussed, the failure of

individual representative elements in a poly-Si tensile bar is assumed to be independent

of each other. The random dimensionless stress, s, in an element will thus be calculated

by investigating a single element rather than the overall structure, i.e. consider only

a strip of specimen with a V-notch placed along a 400 nm sidewall, subject to a unit

tensile stress (σN = 1 (GPa)) uniformly distributed along its top and bottom ends. As

explained earlier, the width of the strip is 2 µm, too large for near-tip stress fields on

opposite sidewalls to interact with each other. Thus a V-notch will only need to be

placed on one of the sidewalls of the modeled representative element model to study the

near-tip elastic stress field.

4.1.1 Distribution of notch geometry parameters

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the randomness of the near-tip stress field is

governed by the geometry of the V-notch, which is determined by two parameters,

notch angle θ and notch depth a. Histogram of the effective critical flaw depths in poly-

Si specimens were generated according to measurements of 1287 tensile bars, showing

that flaw depths typically ranged between 25 and 61 nm. Based on the histogram,

the notch depth a was assumed to follow a Type III extreme value distribution for the

maximum value, with the cdf expressed as:

Fa(x) = exp

[
−
(
〈62− x〉

28

)6.5
]

(4.1)

where 〈x〉 = max(x, 0). Comparison of the measured histogram of the notch depth and

the fitted distribution function is presented in Fig. 4.2. The size of the notch angle, θ,

was assumed to follow a uniform distribution bounded between 20◦ and 140◦, and thus

the cdf will be written as:

Fθ(x) =
x− 20

120
(4.2)

It is noted that the assumed distribution function for the notch depth extends to

negative values, which is physically impossible, since it would suggest a negative notch

depth. However, this tail only extends to Fa(0) = 6.7 × 10−77, i.e. a negative notch

depth value is expected to occur once in every 1.49 × 1076 samples. Such a short tail

can essentially be neglected in the sampling process.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of measured histogram of critical flaw depth and fitted distri-
bution of V-notch depth

The aforementioned bounds of notch angle and depth also ensures that, for any

combination of notch angle and depth sampled from the defined distributions, the V-

notch can always be contained in a 400 nm long strip of the specimen. In other words,

the condition 2a/ cos(θ/2) < 400 nm is guaranteed for all possible combinations of a

and θ in the distribution.

4.1.2 Stochastic elastic analysis of near-tip stress field

Stochastic analysis is performed to examine the random elastic stress field in a repre-

sentative element strip of the tensile specimen. According to the assumed probability

distribution functions of the notch angle and notch depth, the two geometric parameters

were sampled by using the Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) technique. As previously

mentioned, the poly-Si material is modeled as an isotropic material with a Young Mod-

ulus E = 156 GPa and a Poisson ratio of ν = 0.22, which are properties shown to be

representative of a random aggregate of columnar silicon crystals [5]. The representative

element studied was illustrated earlier in Fig.3.2, in which a strip of a poly-Si specimen
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Figure 4.3: Portion of half-element FE model used for computation of near-tip stress
field. The full model has width:length ratio of 10:1, so only the left end is shown.

with a width of 2 µm and length of 400 nm contains a V-notch on one sidewall and is

subjected to uniaxial tension on the top and bottom surfaces. It can be seen that the

geometry of the element is symmetric about its horizontal centerline, and due to the

symmetry of the boundary condition, the elastic stress field generated should also be

symmetric about the centerline. To obtain tensile stress profile along the notch liga-

ment, finite element (FE) model needs to be created only for half of the representative

volume element. A typical FE model and the simulated tensile stress profile along the

notch ligament for this realization are shown in Fig.4.3 and Fig.4.4, respectively, for

the specific case of a = 40 nm, and θ = 120 ◦. Through a sufficiently large number

of realizations (8000), the probability distribution function (pdf) of the dimensionless

stress, fs(x), were obtained numerically, as plotted in Fig. 4.5.

As explained in the previous chapter, the dimensionless stress was calculated for

each realization by taking the ratio between the average tensile stress, σ̄, in the defined

5 nm-wide near-tip region and the farfield stress σ∞ applied, i.e. s = σ̄/σ∞. It must be

noted that the computation of σ̄, with a general form described in Eq.(3.1), cannot be

completed merely based on results from the FE model of the sampled specimens, but

instead requires a combination of both the numerical computation results and analytical

solutions of linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM). In the FE model, principal stress

σ22 were computed for each element in the near-tip region along the notch ligament,
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Figure 4.4: Simulated tensile stress profile along notch ligament.

where each value can be interpreted as the size of σ22 at the centerpoint of the element.

Hence, numerical integration of the principal stresses would give the result:

σ̄Num ≈
1

rc

∫ rn

r1

σyy(x)dx (4.3)

where r1 = distance, along the x-direction, between the notch tip and the center of the

first element ahead of the notch tip, rn = distance between the notch tip and the center

of the farthest element ahead of the notch tip in the near-tip region, and n = total

number of near-tip elements along the notch ligament. Though rn = rc is enforced in

the descritization process, it is clear that the numerical solution described in Eq.(4.3)

does not provide a satisfactory approximation of Eq.(3.1), since the stress between the

notch tip and the center of the first element, i.e. 1
rc

∫ r1
0 σyy(x)dx, is not accounted for.

Furthermore, LEFM suggests singularity of stress near crack tip, i.e. σyy(x)→∞ when

x → 0, so it would be incorrect to neglect the portion of stress not accounted for in
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Eq.(4.3).

According to Williams’ solution [?], for a V-notch of a given angle θ, σyy can be

approximated as follows:

σyy(x) = kxλ−1 +H.O.T. (4.4)

where λ = singularity term corresponding to the notch angle, and H.O.T. = higher

order terms that could be approximated as zero when x → 0. For any given angle, λ

satisfies the following relation:

λ sin(2α) = ± sin(2λα) (4.5)

where α = 2π − θ/2. In the defined distribution of notch angle size, θ ∈ [20◦, 140◦],

hence θ ∈ [110◦, 170◦] and sin(2α) < 0. In this case, solution for the singularity term

can be simply obtained by finding λ to satisfy λ sin(2α) = − sin(2λα).

Also note that Eq.(4.4) can be rewritten in a logarithm form as:

lnσyy(x) = ln k + (λ− 1) lnx+ ln(H.O.T.) (4.6)

When x is sufficiently small and the higher order terms are negligible, lnσyy(x) is

linearly related to lnx, with a slope of (λ − 1). Based on the FE analysis results, k
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Table 4.1: Calibrated statistical parameters of the finite weakest link model

Tensile specimens
used for calibration

m s0 (GPa) µG (GPa) δG (GPa) Pgr rf

Lg = 20 nm 64 12.60 19.96 3.50 9.42×10−4 1.0057

Lg = 70 nm 65 12.79 19.84 3.40 1.02×10−3 1.0061

can be evaluated for each sampled stress field and σyy(x) can be analytically calculated

in the singularity zone. Yet, it must also be noted that the singularity zone does not

always extend throughout the defined near-tip region, as the size of the higher-order

terms increases following the increase of distance from the notch tip. Though the

deviation would be visually unnoticeable on a lnx − lnσyy(x) plot, the tensile stress

along the notch ligament may become considerably larger than the value predicted by

the analytical solution neglecting higher-order terms. Therefore, it is necessary to locate

the limit of the singularity zone, r = rm = distance between notch tip and the center of

the m-th element, at which considerably large deviation of d(lnσ22)/d(lnx) from (λ−1)

is captured (the deviation tolerance is defined to be 0.5% in this study). Numerical

integration will be applied to evaluate average stress in the remaining near-tip region

beyond the singularity zone. In summary, σ̄ is calculated as follows, using trapezoidal

method for the numerical integration portion:

σ̄ =
1

rc

[
krλm
λ

+

n−1∑
i=m

(ri+1 − ri)(σyy,i+1 + σyy,i)

2

]
(4.7)

4.1.3 Calibration of distribution function for random material strength

With the distribution of dimensionless stress obtained for representative material ele-

ment, the probability distribution functions of material strength, Pft(x) is calibrated

by achieving optimum fits of the measured strength histograms of poly-Si tensile bars.

Since strength histograms are available for specimens of two gauge lengths, Pft(x) is

calibrated based on the histogram of one gauge length, and the model is then verified

by applying it to predict the strength histogram of the other gauge length. Statistical

parameters of Pft(x), i.e. the parameters in Eqs.(3.3) and (3.4), calibrated based on

results of each gauge length is presented in Table 4.1.
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It can be seen that the two sets of calibrations yield similar values of the statisti-

cal parameters, indicating the relative consistency of the proposed model. The fitted

models are presented in Fig.4.6, with comparison to the original experimental data they

were each calibrated according to. Furthermore, predictions of strength histogram for

specimens of the other gauge length is performed by each model, and compared to the

experimental results, as shown in Fig.4.7.

The fact that the present model can reasonably predict the strength distribution

of specimens of other gauge lengths confirms its ability to capture the size effect on

the probability distribution of poly-Si structural strength. This capability of the model

is essential for reliability-based design extrapolation across different specimen sizes. It

is also noted that, in both sets of calibrations, the mean strength of each material

element, i.e. the Gaussian mean µG, is approximately 20 GPa, which is of the order of

the theoretical strength of silicon crystals computed by density functional theory. [23]

In the previous chapter introducing the generalized finite weakest link model, it

was mentioned that the calibrated values of the parameters in Pft will depend on the

selected size of the near-tip region rc. In the calibration performed for this study, rc = 5

nm was chosen based on knowledge of the FPZ size in poly-Si. The performance of

the calibrated model confirms the general appropriateness of the selected size of rc,

as the model shows a reasonably realistic estimation of the mean strength of poly-

Si material element. It must be emphasized, however, that a different value of rc,

would not significantly affect the capability of the calibrated model to capture the

size effect on structural strength. Although a different size of rc will yield a different

distribution of dimensionless stress s and effectively alter the values of the parameters

in the distribution function of material element strength Pft(x), the overall functional

form of the structural failure probability Pf (σN ) would not be dramatically affected.

Given a reasonable selection of rc, a calibrated model would be expected to display

similar effectiveness in predicting the strength histograms of specimens with various

gauge lengths, regardless of difference in the Pft(x) expression.
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Table 4.2: Calibrated statistical parameters of the two- and three-parameter Weibull
distributions

Tensile specimens
used for calibration

mw sw (GPa) m1 (GPa) s1 (GPa) σ0 (GPa)

Lg = 20 nm 18.25 3.59 5.78 2.22 1.78

Lg = 70 nm 18.45 3.61 3.03 3.66 2.08

4.2 Two-parameter Weibull model

To draw comparison between the present generalized finite weakest link model and the

classic Weibull model, fitting of the histogram data will be performed using a two-

parameter Weibull distribution. Based on the general form of the Weibull model stated

in Eq.(2.5) and also considering that all representative material element in a tensile

specimens would share an identical probability distribution of dimensionless stress, the

two-parameter Weibull distribution function for the strength of tensile specimens can

be rewritten as:

Pw2(σN ) = 1− exp [−2n (σN/sw)mw ] (4.8)

where sw = Weibull scaling parameter and mw = Weibull modulus. This can be rewrit-

ten as:

ln

[
ln

(
1

1− Pw2

)]
= mw ln(σN ) + [ln(2n)−mw ln(sw)] (4.9)

of which ln(σN ) and ln
[
ln
(

1
1−Pw2

)]
essentially correspond to the horizontal and vertical

axes on a Weibull-scale plot of a strength histogram calculated from this model. Hence,

by plotting the measured strength histogram on the Weibull scale and fitting the data

by a straight line, the corresponding values for mw and sw can be easily obtained.

Similar to the aforementioned calibration procedure for the generalized finite weakest

link model, the two-parameter Weibull model can be calibrated based on one of the

two experimentally obtained strength histograms available, and then predict the other

histogram for comparison with the original experimental testing result. Table 4.2 lists

the values of mw and sw determined by fitting the strength histogram for measurement

results for each of the tested gauged lengths.

Variation between the two sets of fitted parameters are insignificant, and thus sug-

gesting that the calibrated values do not strongly depend on which histogram is used for
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fitting. However, this does not show that the model effectively captures the size effect

on failure probability. It can be clearly seen from Fig.4.8 that the histogram data can

not be optimally fitted by a straight line on the Weibull scale, which, as mentioned ear-

lier, has also been the case for many previously obtained strength histogram of MEMS

materials. The predicted strength histogram of tensile specimens of each of the two

gauge lengths, as predicted by two-parameter Weibull model calibrated from testing

results of the other gauge length, is presented in Fig.4.9.

It can be seen that for micrometer-scale poly-Si structures, optimum fitting of the

histogram by a linear equation on a Weibull plot only allows for a relatively accurate

fitting of what corresponds to the Gaussian core in the generalized finite weakest link

model of the material strength. The Weibull tail portion of the histogram obviously

deviates from the predicted model — yet the left tail portion of the histogram often

contains the low failure probability at which the structure must be designed against.

The deviation of the two-parameter Weibull distribution from the experimental mea-

surement data indicates that this model is inadequate for modeling the failure statistics

of poly-Si structures at the length scale concerned. As previously discussed in Chapter

2, the physical reason for the inadequacy of this model is that poly-Si MEMS structures

do not contain a sufficiently large number of surface grooves, and therefore have in-

sufficient amount of representative elements for one of the essential assumptions in the

Weibull model to be valid. In other words, because Weibull distribution is an asymp-

totic form describing the extreme value of a large sample, convergence to this function

is not expected to be achieved for a small sample.

4.3 Three-parameter Weibull model

As briefly introduced in earlier chapters, the three-parameter Weibull distribution is

popularly implemented to provide optimum fit of material strength histogram data.

Similar to the two-parameter Weibull model presented earlier, the three-parameter

Weibull model initially described in Eq.(2.28) can be simplified as follows for the tensile

specimen:

Pw3(σN ) = 1− exp

[
−2n

(
〈σN − σ0〉

s1

)m1
]

(4.10)
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where s1 = Weibull scaling parameter, m1 = Weibull modulus, and σ0 = strength

threshold. The parameters m1, s1, and σ0 can be fitted based on either of the provided

strength histograms. In specific, the threshold strength value is calibrated first by

adjusting σ0 until the Weibull plot of ln(σN − σ0) vs ln [ln (1/(1− Pw3))] yields an

approximately linear relationship. The scaling parameter s1 and Weibull modulus m1

can be subsequently determined based on the linear fitting, similar to the calibration

procedure of the two-parameter Weibull distribution. The two sets of values for the three

parameters calibrated according to the experimentally obtained strength histograms is

presented in Table 4.2, and the optimum fitting is shown in Fig.4.10.

Strength histogram for specimens of each of the measured gauge lengths were pre-

dicted by model fitted for the other gauge length, and compared to the original data,

as shown in Fig.4.11. It can be seen that the calibration result is strongly dependent

on the choice of the strength histogram used for fitting. This is further confirmed by

the fact that the fitted values for each parameter significantly varies between the two

calibrations, as shown in Table 4.2.

It can be observed that prediction of failure statistics using the three-parameter

Weibull distribution is strongly dependent on the specific histogram used for calibra-

tion, and therefore the functional form does not provide an adequate level of robustness

in general. It is also interesting to note that, if the parameters m1, s1, and σ0 were

calibrated based on the strength histogram of specimens with 20 µm gauge length,

Eq.(4.10) can provide a satisfactory prediction of the strength histogram of the longer

70 µm gauge length specimens. Contrarily, if predictions of the 20 µm gauge length spec-

imen strength were performed using the parameters calibrated according to the strength

histogram of the 70 µm gauge length specimens, obvious deviations are present at the

left and right tails. By imposing a threshold stress value below which structural failure

cannot occur, a calibrated three-parameter Weibull distributions produces a strength

histogram with a far-left tail that can only extend to the threshold stress. Histogram

testing for specimens with 20 µm gauge length shows cases where failure occurred at

a nominal stress below the threshold value for three-parameter Weibull distribution

calibrated from the strength histogram of specimens with 70 µm gauge length. Appar-

ently, these data points will deviate drastically from the strength histogram predicted

by this model. On the other hand, the model calibrated from the strength histogram of
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specimens with 20 µm gauge length has a lower threshold value, and thus will provide

a relatively reasonable prediction for failure probability at all applied stress above its

defined threshold.

4.4 Discussion

Based on the aforementioned comparison of the present generalized finite weakest link

model with the two- and three-parameter Weibull distribution models, it can be con-

cluded that the present model offers a more robust prediction of poly-Si material

strength histogram. Although experimental measurement results are available for only

two gauge lengths of specimens and the overall size range of the measured specimens is

relatively narrow, the obvious flaws of the two- and three-parameter Weibull distribu-

tions can still be clearly seen.

To draw further comparisons between the present model and the three-parameter

Weibull distribution, models of both types calibrated from the strength histogram of

20 µm gauge length specimens are used to predict structural strength histogram for a

wider range of gauge lengths. Fig.4.12 compares the predicted strength distribution for

specimens of various gauge lengths, as predicted by the present finite weakest link model

and the three-parameter Weibull distribution. It can be seen that for gauge length of

20 µm (n = 50), the two models provide reasonably similar predictions of the failure

probability, since these models were calibrated based on the measurement of specimens

with this gauge length. Nonetheless, apparent deviation between the two models can

already be noticed at the tail part of the predicted histograms. At the small size limit,

the two model generally displays large difference at the high-probability regime as well

as the extreme far left tail. At the large size limit, similar predictions are made for

the high-probability regime, while large deviation is observed at the low probability

regime. This can essentially be explained by the fact that the two models predict a

similar failure probability for representative material element, P1(σN ), under applied

tensile stress approximately within the region σN ∈ [2.0, 3.0](GPa). Since for both

models, relation between the failure probability of the overall structure and that of the

individual element is described by a further simplified version of Eq.(2.1) written as

Pf (σN ) = 1− [1− P1(σN )]n (4.11)
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the size of Pf predicted by the two models are expected to consistently match in the

region of nominal strengths where the predicted values of P1 matches, regardless of

the gauge length investigated. However, the low probability regime of the small-size

structures, where the two models do not match, will dictate a larger region of fail-

ure probability for larger-sized structures. As can be seen in Fig.4.12 for the case of

n = 5000, large deviations between the two models extend approximately to failure

probability as high as Pf = 2.5 × 10−3. Once the number of representative elements,

n, becomes infinitely large, the entire distribution function of Pf is determined by the

far-left tail of P1. This is exactly why the classic Weibull’s model of structural strength

is formulated based on an assumption regarding the functional form of the tail of P1.

The calibrated models can be further compared by using them each to compute

design strengths corresponding to demanded reliability. Two typical risk tolerance levels

for MEMS structure, 10−6 and 10−4, are labeled in Fig.4.12 for each examined gauge

length. Interestingly, the generalized finite weakest link model and the three-parameter

Weibull distribution provide rather similar predictions of design strengths for most

gauge lengths in the typical size range of MEMS components. This is perhaps one of

the reasons the three-parameter Weibull distribution is an attractive choice for modeling

the failure statistics of MEMS structures. However, this does not completely justify the

validity of applying the three-parameter Weibull distribution to predict the strength

distribution of a poly-Si MEMS structure. As will be discussed in the next chapter,

if the models were extrapolated to different loading configurations, size effect on the

failure statistics will vary, and prediction results based on the finite weakest link model

and the three-parameter Weibull distribution may deviate more significantly from each

other within the typical size range of a MEMS structure.
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Figure 4.6: Finite weakest link models calibrated for the two sets of experimental results:
a) calibrated for strength histogram of 20µm gauge-length specimens; b) calibrated for
strength histogram of 70µm gauge-length specimens.
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Figure 4.7: Prediciton of strength histograms by finite weakest link model: a) strength
histogram of 20µm gauge-length specimens, predicted by model calibrated for 70µm
gauge-length specimens; b) strength histogram of 70µm gauge-length specimens, pre-
dicted by model calibrated for 20µm gauge-length specimens.
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Figure 4.8: Two-parameter Weibull distributions calibrated for the two sets of exper-
imental results: a) calibrated for strength histogram of 20µm gauge-length specimens;
b) calibrated for strength histogram of 70µm gauge-length specimens.
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Figure 4.9: Prediciton of strength histograms by two-parameter Weibull distribution: a)
strength histogram of 20µm gauge-length specimens, predicted by model calibrated for
70µm gauge-length specimens; b) strength histogram of 70µm gauge-length specimens,
predicted by model calibrated for 20µm gauge-length specimens.
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Figure 4.10: Three-parameter Weibull distributions calibrated for the two sets of exper-
imental results: a) calibrated for strength histogram of 20µm gauge-length specimens;
b) calibrated for strength histogram of 70µm gauge-length specimens.
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Figure 4.11: Prediciton of strength histograms by three-parameter Weibull distribution:
a) strength histogram of 20µm gauge-length specimens, predicted by model calibrated
for 70µm gauge-length specimens; b) strength histogram of 70µm gauge-length speci-
mens, predicted by model calibrated for 20µm gauge-length specimens.
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Figure 4.12: Design strengths for poly-Si structure of various gauge lengths under uni-
axial tension, corresponding to demanded reliability: a) n = 1 (Lg = 0.4µm); b) n = 5
(Lg = 2µm); c) n = 50 (Lg = 20µm); d) n = 500 (Lg = 200µm); e) n = 5000
(Lg = 2000µm).



Chapter 5

Extrapolations for Different

Loading Configurations and

Mean Size Effect

The previous chapter described the procedure of extrapolating strength statistics of

tensile specimens across different gauge lengths. In actual applications of MEMS de-

vices, the structure may be subjected to various loading configurations other than the

uniform axial tension case examined earlier. Developing a separate test apparatus for

all possible loading configurations is not very feasible, and thus it is critical to perform

design extrapolation for specimens based on probabilistic models. As a demonstration,

the failure statistics of poly-Si beams subjected to three-point bending will be predicted

using the model previously calibrated based on probabilistic failure of tensile specimens.

5.1 Analysis procedure

Consider a poly-Si beam under three-point bending condition, as illustrated in Fig.5.1.

The nominal strength of the beam will be defined as: σN = 3PmL/2bD
2, where Pm =

load capacity of the beam, L = beam length, D = beam depth, and b = width of

the beam in the transverse direction. For the present computations, consider a set of

geometrically similar beams with a constant L/D ratio of 4 and the following different

46
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Figure 5.1: Configuration of poly-Si beam under three-point bending condition. Struc-
tural failure is initiated by fracture at one of the surface grooves.

lengths: L = 4.8, 10, 20, 40, 80 µm.

It would be reasonable to expect that the failure would initiate from the bottom

surface of the beam due to the higher bending stress and stress concentrations at the

surface grooves. Similar to the tensile specimens previously analyzed, the location of

failure initiation is uncertain, and does not necessarily occur at the point of highest

bending stress. Due to the randomness of material tensile strength and surface groove

geometry, initial local failure is likely to occur at any of the grooves on the bottom

surface of the beam.

As previously mentioned, beams under three-point bending belong to the class of

structures of positive geometry. As is the case for the tensile specimens, beams under

three-point bending can also be considered to reach its load capacity once a localized

crack initiates from one of the surface grooves along the bottom surface of the beam.

Hence the overall failure statistics of the beam can be calculated using the weakest

link model, where the beam can be considered to consist a number of vertical material

strips, each of which contains a V-notch on the bottom surface, as indicated in the

shaded region of the beam in Fig.5.1. Assuming a material microstructure similar to
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those of the poly-Si tensile specimens, a groove can be expected to also occur at every

400 nm along the bottom surface of the beam, and thus the width of each representative

element is set to be l0 =400 nm.

Yet, different from the previously analyzed tensile specimens, the beam under three-

point bending consists of individual material elements subjected to non-uniform bending

moments and shear forces. Due to this condition, the relation between the failure

probability of a representative element, P1, and that of the overall structure, Pf , cannot

be computed in the simplified form shown in Eq.(4.11), but instead must be calculated

according to the generalized form, as previously presented in Eq.(2.1). Therefore, in this

study of poly-Si beams under three-point bending, FE simulations will be performed for

models of an entire beam, rather than single representative elements each containing

a V-notch. To properly calculate the failure probability of the entire beam structure,

near-tip stress fields will be computed for all V-notches along the bottom surface of

a beam. A general expression for the strength distribution of the entire beam can be

expressed as follows:

Pf (σN ) =

∫
ã,θ̃,δ

Pf (σN )|ã,θ̃,δf(ã, θ̃, δ)dãdθ̃dδ = E
[
Pf (σN )|ã,θ̃,δ

]
(5.1)

where ã = random vector containing the values of depth for all V-notches along the

bottom surface of the beam, θ̃ = random vector containing all values of V-notch angle

size, δ = random shifting of notch location, f(ã, θ̃, δ) = joint pdf of the random notch

depth, angle, and location, Pf (σN )|ã,θ̃,δ = conditional failure probability of the beam

for a given set of values of ã and θ̃, and a value of δ, and E(x) = expectation of x.

The variable δ is introduced here in the study of three-point bending specimens in

order to account for the randomness of V-notch location along the bottom surface of the

beam. In the previous analysis of tensile specimens, the tip of the ith notch from the

top of a tensile bar with gauge length L = nl0 was assumed to be located at (i− 0.5)l0

from the top end of the bar. A similar assumption cannot be made for the bending

specimen. Due to the non-uniformity of bending moments and shear forces along the

length of the structure, an overall shifting of notch locations will lead to changes in the

local stress field near each notch, and therefore the randomness of notch locations must

be considered in the stochastic analysis. To incorporate this random factor in the FE

realizations, the parameter δ is introduced, and defined to follow a uniform distribution
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bounded between 0 and 0.5, with the cdf written as:

Fδ(x) =
x

0.5
(5.2)

For each beam, V-notches is still assumed to be spaced evenly with a distance of l0 =

400 nm from each other, yet the location of each V-notch along the bottom surface will

be shifted rightward by δl0. In other words, the ith notch from the left of a beam with

gauge length L = nl0 is assumed to be located at (i − 0.5 + δ)l0 from the left end. It

is noted that this overall shift of notch location will create a narrow strip at the right

end of the beam, possibly with a width insufficient to contain a V-notch. However, the

bending moment and shear forces are very small near the ends of a beam, so it is less

likely for structural failure to be initiated from a V-notch near the ends of the beam,

and thus it can be assumed that the structural failure will not be dictated by surface

grooves near the two ends of the beam. Therefore, in the FE simulation, the leftmost

and rightmost representative elements in the beam, each with a width of (1 + δ)l0 and

(1 − δ)l0, respectively, are assumed to not contain V-notches. In each realization, a

beam with overall length L = nl0 will thus contain a notch-less element at each end

and (n− 2) 400 nm-wide notched element in between, and dimensionless stress field is

determined near each V-notch.

It is clear that the conditional failure probability can be calculated using the weakest

link model, essentially relating the failure probability at each V-notch to the overall

failure probability of the beam structure in the following form:

Pf (σN )|ã,θ̃,δ = 1−
n∏
i=1

[
1− Pft

(
σNsi|ã,θ̃,δ

)]
(5.3)

where n = L/l0 = the number of V-notches along the bottom surface of the beam,

si|ã,θ̃ = dimensionless stress for ith V-notch given its geometric parameters, ai and θi.

As defined earlier in Eq.(3.1), the dimensionless stress is the ratio between the average

stress in the near-tip region of the specific notch and the nominal stress applied to the

structure, i.e. si = σ̄/σN . In this study, the expectation of Pf (σN )|ã,θ̃ is estimated

numerically as:

E
[
Pf (σN )|ã,θ̃,δ

]
=

1

Nr

Nr∑
i=1

Pf (σN )|ãi,θ̃i,δ (5.4)
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where Nr = number of realizations. For each realization, the dimensionless stress field

is determined through elastic FE simulations of the beam, of which the notch geometry

parameters, angle θ and depth a, are sampled from the defined probability distribution

as stated in Eqs.(4.1) and (4.2). An appropriately large value of Nr was determined by

conducting convergence test to the computed expectation E
[
Pf (σN )|ã,θ̃,δ

]
, ensuring a

relative error below 5%.

5.2 Predictions by Weibull distributions and comparison

to present model

As discussed above, the strength distribution of poly-Si beams under three-point bend-

ing can be predicted based on a generalized finite weakest link model with statistical

parameters calibrated according to the strength histogram of tensile specimens. Sim-

ilarly, prediction of bending strength can also be performed using the calibrated two-

and three-parameter Weibull distributions, and compared to calculation results based

on the finite weakest link model.

The general form of two-parameter Weibull distribution for structures of non-uniform

stress field is given by Eq.(2.5). Failure is considered to be initiated only along the bot-

tom surface of the beam, which has a linear stress profile for the half-span, i.e.σxx(x) =

0.5M(x)d/Ixx = 3Px/bd2, where x = distance from the end of the beam, M(x) = bend-

ing moment at x, d = depth of the beam, b = thickness of the beam in the transverse

direction, Ixx = bd3/12 = moment of inertia, and P = point load applied at mid-span of

the beam. By also defining the nominal strength of the beam under three-point bend-

ing as σN = σxx(L/2) = 3PL/2bd2, dimensionless stress will essentially be expressed as

s(x) = 2x/L, and the constant term, C, in Eq.(2.5) will be rewritten as:

C =
1

l0

∫ L

0
smw(x)dx =

2

l0

∫ L/2

0
(2x/L)mw dx =

L

l0(mw + 1)
(5.5)

Thus the two-parameter Weibull distribution for bending strength of a poly-Si beam

will have the following form:

Pf (σN ) = 1− exp

[
− L

l0(mw + 1)

(
σN
sw

)mw
]

(5.6)
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A similar expression can be derived for the three-parameter Weibull distribution by

introducing a strength threshold σ0. We can first rewrite Eq.(2.4) as:

ln [1− Pf (σN )] = −
∫ L

0

(
〈σNs(x)− σ0〉

s1

)m1 dx

l0
(5.7)

Using the expression of the dimensionless stress s(x) as derived for the two-parameter

Weibull distribution, the three-parameter Weibull distribution for failure probability

under three-point bending can thus be written as:

Pf (σN ) = 1− exp

[
− L

l0(m1 + 1)
〈1− σ0

σN
〉m1+1

(
σN
s1

)m1
]

(5.8)

Note that if we set the strength threshold to be zero, i.e. σ0 = 0, the three-parameter

Weibull distribution will become the two-parameter Weibull distribution, and Eq.(5.8)

clearly matches with Eq.(5.6) since 〈1− σ0
σN
〉|σ0=0 = 1.

A comparison of the strength histograms of the geometrically similar set of poly-

Si beams as predicted by the generalized finite weakest link model, and the two- and

three-parameter Weibull distributions is presented in Fig.5.2. All three models were

calibrated based on optimum fitting of strength histogram for the 20 µm gauge length

tensile specimens. It can be clearly seen that the predictions by the models differ from

each other for beams of all size. This difference appears to be more significant than

the difference displayed in the predictions of tensile specimen strength distribution, as

shown in Fig.4.12, although a similar range of characteristic sizes were investigated.

Due to the non-uniform stress field in the three-point bending configuration, size effect

on failure statistics will be different from that of the tensile loading case, and thus

specimens of equivalent size will display significantly different nominal strength under

different loading configurations.

For example, consider the two-parameter Weibull distribution, which has the sim-

plest functional form. By directly comparing Eqs.(4.8) and (5.6), it can be seen that

the strength of a specimen under three-point bending is equivalent to a tensile specimen

with a gauge length 2(mw+1) times smaller than that of the beam. With the calibrated

value of mw = 18.25, we have the equivalent sizes of a three-point bending specimen and

a tensile specimen to differ by a factor of 2(mw +1) = 38.5. When subject to equivalent

nominal stress loading, a bent poly-Si beam is as strong as a much shorter poly-Si bar

under axial tension.
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Since a closed-form expression is unavailable for the present finite weakest link model,

predicted strength under different loading configurations cannot be analytically com-

pared in a similar manner. Yet, as introduced in Chapter 3, the tail portion of strength

distribution must follow a Weibull distribution, and thus an equivalent size relation can

still be established for the present model based on the aforementioned case of the two-

parameter Weibull distribution. As shown in Tables.4.1 and 4.2, the Weibull modulus

calibrated for the two-parameter Weibull distribution and finite weakest link model dif-

fer quite significantly, i.e. m � m1. For two-parameter Weibull distribution and finite

weakest link model calibrated from strength histogram data of tensile specimens with

equal gauge length, the equivalent bending specimens will vary significantly in size. This

explains the large difference observed in Fig.5.2 for the predicted strength distribution

of specimens under three-point bending.

As discussed in the previous chapter, the finite weakest link model and three-

parameter Weibull distribution predicted similar design strength corresponding to typ-

ical range of risk tolerance level for tensile specimens. However, this is not necessarily

the case for specimens subjected to other loading configurations. As the earlier com-

parison between two-parameter Weibull distribution and the finite weakest link model

implies, the change of stress field can lead to a drastic change in the equivalent specimen

size. This shows that empirically fitting strength histogram of specimens of one loading

configuration or one size does not ensure a robust design extrapolation when the model

is applied to other specimens sizes and loading configurations.

To fully validate a probabilistic model for structural strength, it is critical to verify

the model with histogram testing of geometrically similar specimens across a sufficiently

large range of specimen sizes. As can be concluded based on the foregoing analysis, this

verification approach has two main advantages:

1. Provide a more complete model validation against the size dependence of the

strength distribution, ensuring reliable design extrapolation across different spec-

imen sizes and geometries;

2. Eliminate the need to measure the far-left tail of the strength distribution, since

the tail behavior would be reflected within the bulk part of the strength distribu-

tion of large-size specimens.
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Certainly, performing histogram testing across a large range of specimen sizes may

not be an easily achievable task. In many cases, the size of the test specimens is limited

by the test set-up. However, the aforementioned analysis suggests that information re-

garding the strength distribution of very small or very large specimens can be indirectly

obtained by testing specimens of intermediate size under different loading configura-

tions. By taking advantage of equivalent size relations between different stress fields,

measurement of a large size range may be effectively achieved with a set of specimens

with a small range of sizes. For example, the large-size limit for bending specimens can

be analyzed based on uniaxial tension tests, while, on the contrary, the small-size limit

for tensile specimens can be achieved through three-point bending tests.

5.3 Mean Size Effect

As indicated in the analysis conducted in Chapter 4, the present finite weakest link

model is capable of effectively capturing the size effect on failure statistics of poly-Si

structures, and prediction of strength histogram for different gauge lengths matched well

with measured results. Additionally, the overall calibration procedure of this model is

subjected to a minimal level of ambiguity from a theoretical standpoint.

Earlier overview of the finite weakest link model has shown that the probability dis-

tribution of structural strength depends strongly on the specimen size, leading to a size

effect on the mean structural strength. This size effect, which was mentioned earlier to

differ from the classical Weibull size effect, allows for the determination of the materials

strength distribution directly from the size effect curve of the mean strength, in lieu of

extensive histogram testings. This indirect method of determining failure probability

distribution was proposed by Le and Bažant [24], and has recently been experimentally

tested for asphalt mixtures at low temperature, which is also a type of quasibrittle struc-

tures whose failure statistics can be explained with the finite weakest link model[25].

This method would require testings at four or five different specimens sizes, with five

specimens to determine the mean strength at each specimen size. Alternatively, spec-

imens of same sizes under different loading configurations can also be tested to obtain

a similar size effect curve of mean structural strength. The total number of specimens

required would thus be significantly lower than what would be needed for a conventional
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histogram testing, and would be a much more efficient method for reliability analysis of

MEMS devices.

The simple example of tension specimens will be examined here to explain the re-

lationship between mean size effect curve and strength distribution, though a similar

relationship can also be formulated for structures of more complex geometries or loading

configurations. The overall failure probability of the tensile bar structure is previously

expressed in Eq.(3.7). Similar to the determination of nominal strength using the two-

parameter Weibull distribution, as stated in Eq.(2.26), the nominal strength can be

accordingly calculated based on the finite weakest link model:

σ̄N =

∫ 1

0
σNdPf (σN ) =

∫ ∞
0

[
1−

∫ ∞
0

Pft(xσN )fs(x)dx

]2n
dσN (5.9)

Using the stochastic elastic FE simulation procedure as stated in Chapter 4, the proba-

bility distribution of the dimensionless stress, fs(x), can be calculated based on knowl-

edge of the surface groove geometry and its random distribution. Together with σN

measured from testing for a sufficiently large range of structure size, i.e. various val-

ues of n, the probability distribution of the material element strength Pft(x) can be

determined.

Since Pft(x) has previously been calibrated for poly-Si tensile bar, the mean size

effect curve can be easily produced, and is presented in Fig.5.3. The statistical parame-

ters calibrated according to strength histogram for 20µm-long specimens were used here

to predict the mean strength at various gauge lengths. It can be clearly seen that, on

the log-log scale, the mean size effect curve deviates from the Weibull size effect, which

is expected to strictly follow a straight line on a log-log plot. This is apparently due to

the fact that at small sizes, the number of available representative elements in the struc-

ture is too low to satisfy the essential criterion for application of two-parameter Weibull

distribution. When the structure size increases, the mean size effect curve eventually

converges to a straight line with a slope of 1/m, as shown in Fig.5.3, and thus matches

the Weibull size effect.

Due tot the fact that the pdf of dimensionless stress, fs(x), was computed nu-

merically based on simulations, Eq.(5.9) cannot be analytical integrated to yield a

closed-form expression for σ̄N . Nonetheless, a general approximation can be achieved

by anchoring at the small- and large-size limits, where material strength is assumed to
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completely follow a Gaussian and Weibull distribution, respectively. The form of the

approximate equation for σ̄N is as follows:

σ̄N = µ0

[
n1
n

+
(n2
n

)r/q]1/r
(5.10)

where µ0 = mean strength of the material element, which can be approximated as the

mean of the Gaussian core, µG, in Eq.(3.4), and n1, n2, r, and q are constants to be

calibrated. Further denoting that C1 = µr0n1 and C2 = µq0n2, a relationship can be

established between the aforementioned constants and probability distribution function

of material strength Pft . Eqs.(3.3), (3.4), and (3.5), along with the requirement that

Pft(∞) = 1, together shows that there are four independent parameters in the formu-

lation of Pft , and thus Pft can be uniquely defined by the following set of parameters:

the Weibull modulus m, the Weibull scaling parameter s0, the mean of the Gaussian

core µG, and the standard deviation of the Gaussian core δG.

At the large size limit, i.e. n → ∞, the strength distribution of the structure will

converge to the Weibull distribution, and Pft can be approximated as previously shown

in Eq.(3.8). Correspondingly, the mean size effect will also converge to the Weibull size

effect, and the mean structural strength can be expressed in a manner similar to the

general form shown in Eq.(2.27):

σ̄N = (2n)−1/ms0Γ(1 + 1/m)M−1/mm (5.11)

It must also be noted that at the large size limit, Eq.(5.10) can be reduced to σ̄N ≈
µ0(n2/n)1/q, which can be equated with Eq.(5.11) to give the following relations:

m = q (5.12)

s0 = (2Mm)−1/mC
1/q
2 Γ−1(1 + 1/m) (5.13)

The above equations, which directly relates the Weibull modulus and scaling parameter

to the constants q and C2, suggests that the Weibull modulus and scaling parameter for

the Weibull tail of Pft can be calculated based on a calibrated expression of the mean

size effect curve.

Next, examine the small-size limit, where the material strength is expected to be

dictated by the Gaussian core of Pft . In this case, the structure contains only a single
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representative element with a V-notch on each of its two sidewalls. Assuming that

the Weibull tail can be neglected at this minimum structural size, the mean structural

strength at the small-size limit will have the following approximate form:

σ̄N |n=1 =

∫ ∞
0

[
1−

∫ ∞
0

Φ

(
xσN − µG

δG

)
fs(x)dx

]2
dσN (5.14)

where Φ(x) = standard Gaussian distribution of x. According to the above expression,

the derivative of σ̄N with respect to n can also be obtained at the small-size limit:

dσ̄N
dn
|n=1 =

∫ ∞
0

[
1−

∫ ∞
0

Φ

(
xσN − µG

δG

)
fs(x)dx

]2
ln

[
1−

∫ ∞
0

Φ

(
xσN − µG

δG

)
fs(x)dx

]
dσN

(5.15)

Simultaneously, at the small-size limit, Eq.(5.10) and its derivative with respect to n

may be rewritten as:

σ̄N |n=1 =
[
C1 + (C2)

r/q
]1/r

(5.16)

dσ̄N
dn
|n=1 = −1

r

[
C1 + (C2)

r/q
]1/r−1 [

C1 +
r

q
(C2)

r/q

]
(5.17)

By equating Eq.(5.14) with Eq.(5.16) and Eq.(5.15) with Eq.(5.17), the Gaussian dis-

tribution parameters, µG and δG, can be related to the the constants C1, C2, r, and q,

and the statistical parameters can be evaluated given a calibrated form of Eq.(5.10).

It can be seen from the foregoing analysis that the statistical parameters controlling

the form of Pft can be evaluated by calibrating an approximate formulation of the

mean size effect curve. By evaluating m, s0, µG, and δG in this manner, the strength

distribution of the material element can be predicted for tensile specimens of any size,

as well as poly-Si structures of positive geometry under other loading configurations.

With the statistical parameters for Pft already evaluated according to strength his-

togram of tested tensile specimens, the above procedure can be performed in reverse

to determine the constants q, r, µ0, n1, and n2. Accordingly, the approximated mean

tensile strength at all structure sizes can be calculated to obtain a size effect curve.

The approximated size effect curve is plotted in Fig.5.3 along with the mean size effect

curve determined based on the failure probability distribution. It can be seen that the

approximation agrees well with the size effect calculated from the strength distribution

of material element.
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Figure 5.2: Predicted strength histograms for poly-Si beams of various gauge lengths
under flexural bending: a) n = 12 (Lg = 4.8µm); b) n = 25 (Lg = 10µm); c) n = 50
(Lg = 20µm); d) n = 100 (Lg = 40µm); e) n = 200 (Lg = 80µm).
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

This study develops a robust probabilistic model for the strength of poly-Si which can

efficiently predict the reliability of MEMS structure of all sizes subjected to various

loading configurations.

• The proposed finite weakest link model, which explicitly accounts for randomness

of both the material strength and geometrical features of critical flaws in speci-

mens, can effectively describe failure statistics of poly-Si specimens subjected to

uniaxial tension. The model can be calibrated by optimally fitting measured ten-

sile strength histograms of poly-Si MEMS specimens of a given gauge length, and

provides reliable predictions of failure probability distribution for tensile speci-

mens of other gauge lengths. The choice of the histogram used for fitting is shown

to have a minimal effect on the calibration results of statistical parameters in the

model.

• The two-parameter Weibull distribution is shown to be incapable of predicting the

strength histograms of the two sets of poly-Si specimens measured experimentally.

Due to the relatively small number of potential failure locations in the structure,

poly-Si MEMS structures cannot satisfy a basic criterion of the Weibull’s model

to validly predict failure probability of materials. A three-parameter Weibull dis-

tribution is shown to improve the quality of optimum fitting. Yet, its prediction

capability is limited, as observed from the disparities displayed between statis-

tical parameters calibrated according to two different sets of measured strength

59
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histograms.

• Due to the size dependence of strength statistics, the tail of the probability dis-

tribution of strength in small size structure is reflected in the bulk part of the

strength distribution for large-size specimens. Rather than performing extensive

histogram testings of specimens at a single structure size, the strength distribu-

tion of MEMS structures can be experimentally validated by testing a sufficiently

large range of specimens sizes. Such a large size range of histogram testing can

be achieved not only by altering the physical size of the specimens, but also by

adjusting the stress field through change of loading configurations.

• The finite weakest model predicts a strong size effect on the strength distribution,

as well as an intricate size effect on the mean structural strength. A direct rela-

tionship between the strength distribution and the size effect curve of the mean

strength has been shown, and can be utilized to efficiently determine the strength

statistics of MEMS structure without conducting histogram testings on a large

number of specimens. This alternative method will greatly reduce the cost for

experimental procedures required in reliability analysis of MEMS structures.
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